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Abstract— Versatile Video Coding (VVC) is the latest video
coding standard jointly developed by ITU-T VCEG and
ISO/IEC MPEG. In this paper, technical details and experimental
results for the VVC block partitioning structure are provided.
Among all the new technical aspects of VVC, the block par-
titioning structure is identified as one of the most substantial
changes relative to the previous video coding standards and
provides the most significant coding gains. The new partitioning
structure is designed using a more flexible scheme. Each coding
tree unit (CTU) is either treated as one coding unit or split
into multiple coding units by one or more recursive quaternary
tree partitions followed by one or more recursive multi-type tree
splits. The latter can be horizontal binary tree split, vertical
binary tree split, horizontal ternary tree split, or vertical ternary
tree split. A CTU dual tree for intra-coded slices is described
on top of the new block partitioning structure, allowing separate
coding trees for luma and chroma. Also, a new way of handling
picture boundaries is presented. Additionally, to reduce hardware
decoder complexity, virtual pipeline data unit constraints are
introduced, which forbid certain multi-type tree splits. Finally,
a local dual tree is described, which reduces the number of small
chroma intra blocks.

Index Terms— Block partitioning structure, binary tree, CTU
dual tree, H.266, local dual tree, MPEG-I Part 3, multi-type
tree, picture boundary handling, quaternary tree, ternary tree,
versatile video coding, virtual pipeline data unit, VVC.

I. INTRODUCTION

TECHNOLOGY advances of video coding become more
critical as video data occupy higher traffic on the Internet

and video applications demand increasing spatial and temporal
resolutions. In early 2013, the first edition of High Efficiency
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Video Coding (HEVC) | ITU-T Rec. H.265 | ISO/IEC 23008-2
(MPEG-H Part 2) [1], [2] was finalized, and the HEVC Test
Model (HM) software [3] was developed by the Joint Col-
laborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) of Video Coding
Experts Group (VCEG, ITU-T SG16 Q.6) and Moving Picture
Experts Group (MPEG, ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29). In late 2015,
VCEG and MPEG formed a Joint Video Exploration Team to
explore future video coding technologies. A Joint Exploration
Model (JEM) [4]–[6] was developed and showed substantial
coding gains over the HM. In October 2017, VCEG and
MPEG issued a joint Call for Proposals (CfP) on video com-
pression with capabilities beyond HEVC [7]. In April 2018,
VCEG and MPEG received 22, 12, and 12 responses in
the Standard Dynamic Range (SDR), High Dynamic Range
(HDR), and 360◦ categories, respectively [8]. Many proposals
contributed as responses to the CfP, e.g., [9]–[14], showed
significant coding gains over the HM and even over the JEM.
The Joint Video Exploration Team was renamed as the Joint
Video Experts Team (JVET), which then officially started
the standardization process of Versatile Video Coding (VVC)
| ITU-T Rec. H.266 | ISO/IEC 23090-3 (MPEG-I Part 3).
After a bit more than two years of standardization work,
in July 2020, the first edition of VVC [15] was finalized.

For more than two decades, macroblocks have been utilized
as a basic compression unit for video coding. In Advanced
Video Coding (AVC) | ITU-T Rec. H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10
(MPEG-4 Part 10) [16] and all video coding standards before
AVC, each picture is partitioned into non-overlapping mac-
roblocks. Switching between inter and intra prediction is
performed at the macroblock level. One or multiple prediction
blocks and one or multiple transform blocks are specified
inside each macroblock.

As popular video picture resolution reached full high-
definition (i.e., FHD or 1080p) and kept increasing, the
macroblock-based design became less efficient. Adding further
improvements on top of it did not provide any good tradeoff
between coding gain and increased complexity. Consequently,
after AVC, instead of building new coding tools on top of the
old macroblock-based design, a new recursive block partition-
ing structure [17] was adopted in HEVC. This recursive block
partitioning structure was regarded as one of the most impor-
tant breakthroughs in HEVC. It provided the most significant
coding gains over the AVC reference encoder compared to
other coding tools.

Meanwhile, popular video picture resolutions continued to
increase further and reached ultra-high definition (UHD), i.e.,
4K UHD and 8K UHD. As in the case of AVC macroblocks,
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adding new coding tools on top of HEVC block partitioning
became a bottleneck in the further enhancement of video
compression capabilities during the JEM development. Thus,
more advanced flexible block partitioning structures [18]–[21]
were researched and developed, which later became a funda-
mental part of VVC.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the HEVC block partitioning structure is reviewed.
In Section III, the VVC block partitioning structure is
described. In Section IV, performance impacts from several
aspects of the VVC block partitioning structure are illustrated
through experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes
this paper.

II. HEVC BLOCK PARTITIONING STRUCTURE

A brief review of the HEVC block partitioning structure is
presented in this section. More related details can be found
in [17]. In HEVC, the basic compression unit is called the
coding tree unit (CTU). For non-monochromatic color formats,
one picture is divided into non-overlapping CTUs, and each
CTU contains one luma coding tree block (CTB) and two
corresponding chroma CTBs. In the following, the luma and
two chroma components are respectively noted as Y, Cb, and
Cr. Unlike the macroblock size, which is fixed to be equal
to 16 × 16, the CTU size is flexible and can be specified
in the sequence parameter set (SPS) as 64 × 64, 32 × 32,
or 16 × 16 in units of luma samples. The 64 × 64 CTU size
is suggested to be used for larger video resolutions, allowing
to achieve the best coding efficiency of HEVC. This CTU
size is commonly used in many practical HEVC applications.
Smaller CTU sizes, i.e., 32 × 32 or 16 × 16, can be used to
reduce encoding complexity at the cost of coding efficiency
compared to the 64 × 64 CTU size. The concept of CTUs
can be regarded as a concept of extended macroblocks when
the CTU size is not 16 × 16.

The characteristics of video picture content may be different
and vary significantly, even within one CTU, so flexible par-
titioning adaptation within each CTU is essential for efficient
compression. In HEVC, the CTU is the basic compression
unit and the root of a coding tree. A recursive quaternary
tree (QT) split may be applied to each CTU, where pioneer
researches on QT can be found in [22] and [23]. Accordingly,
every CTU is either treated as one coding unit (CU) or split
into multiple CUs. An encoder generally signals a CU split
indication flag at each QT node to specify whether the current
QT node is partitioned or not. If the encoder decides to split,
the QT node is further divided into four square child QT
nodes of equal size. When the QT node reaches the allowed
minimum CU size signaled in the SPS, the CU split indication
flag is not signaled and is inferred to be 0. Each CU contains
one luma coding block (CB) and two corresponding chroma
CBs. The CU split indication flag is shared between luma and
chroma at each QT node. All QT leaf nodes are treated as CUs.
The CU size can be 64 × 64, 32 × 32, 16 × 16, or 8 × 8. The
processing order of CUs within a CTU follows the depth-first
order of a QT. In HEVC, the prediction scheme is specified at
the CU level. The following modes can be applied to a CU:
skip mode inter prediction, non-skip mode inter prediction,
and intra prediction.

In HEVC, each CU can be either treated as one prediction
unit (PU) or further divided into multiple PUs, and the PU is
used as the basic unit for prediction within a CU. Only one
type of prediction process can be applied inside each PU, and
relevant prediction information is signaled at the PU level.
In the rest of this paragraph, the CU size is denoted as
2N × 2N. For CUs of skip mode inter prediction, the PU size
is fixed as 2N × 2N, and the merge scheme is applied at
the PU level. In this case, a merge index is conditionally
signaled. This index indicates which one of the spatially or
temporally neighboring blocks is used to copy all motion
information, or identifies whether a combined bi-predictive
merge candidate or a zero motion vector merge candidate
is applied. Motion information is represented by a prediction
indicator (list 0 prediction, list 1 prediction, or bi-prediction),
reference indexes, and motion vectors. For a CU of non-skip
mode inter prediction, the following eight PU split modes are
possible: one 2N × 2N PU, two 2N × N PUs, two N ×

2N PUs, four N × N PUs, one 2N × 0.5N PU and one 2N ×

1.5N PU, one 2N × 1.5N PU and one 2N × 0.5N PU, one
0.5N × 2N PU and one 1.5N × 2N PU, or one 1.5N × 2N PU
and one 0.5N × 2N PU. The last four modes here are used
for asymmetric motion partitioning (AMP). In the non-skip
mode inter prediction, either merge or non-merge scheme can
be applied for each PU. In this case, the prediction indicator,
reference indexes, motion vector prediction (MVP) indexes,
and motion vector differences (MVDs) may be signaled in
the case of a non-merge scheme. The N × N PU mode is
only permitted when the CU size equals the allowed minimum
CU size. This limitation allows avoiding redundancy between
using four N × N PUs for a 2N × 2N CU and splitting
the 2N × 2N CU into four child N × N CUs without any
further partitioning. The inter 4 × 4 PU is forbidden in
HEVC to reduce the worst-case motion compensation (MC)
memory bandwidth. Thus, to support the N × N PU mode,
the allowed minimum CU size must be larger than 8 × 8.
In the case of intra prediction, there are two possible PU split
modes for CUs: one CU can contain either one 2N × 2N
PU or four N × N PUs. Similarly, to avoid redundancy, the
N × N PU mode is only permitted when the CU size equals
the allowed minimum CU size. In this case, because the intra
4 × 4 PU is supported in HEVC, there is no requirement
for the allowed minimum CU size to be larger than 8 × 8.
In general, one PU contains one luma prediction block (PB)
and two corresponding chroma PBs. For inter prediction CUs,
the numbers of the Cb PBs and the Cr PBs are the same as
those of the Y PBs. The chroma PB size and motion infor-
mation of the chroma PBs are derived from the corresponding
luma PB according to the chroma sampling format. At the
same time, for intra prediction CUs, regardless of the selected
PU mode for luma (one 2N × 2N luma PB or four N × N
luma PBs), the chroma PB size is kept the same as the chroma
CB size without any further partitioning. Moreover, while the
Cb PB and the Cr PB do not always have to follow the luma
intra prediction mode, they always share one signaled chroma
intra prediction mode.

In HEVC, each CU can be either treated as one transform
unit (TU) or further divided into multiple TUs. The TU is
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used as the basic unit for performing transform, quantization,
and residual coding. Similar to splitting one CTU into one
or multiple CUs, a recursive QT split may be applied at
the CU level to form TUs. To differentiate from the QT
split of a CTU, the latter QT split is often called a residual
quaternary tree (RQT). At each RQT node, an encoder can
select either non-split or split, and a corresponding TU split
indication flag is signaled to the decoder. If the encoder
decides to split, the RQT node is further divided into four
square child RQT nodes of equal size. The maximum RQT
depth is signaled in the SPS and is set to 2 in the common
test conditions (CTCs) used for HEVC standardization. When
the RQT node reaches the maximum RQT depth, the TU split
indication flag is not signaled and is inferred to be 0. Thus,
for one 2N × 2N CU, RQT may result in either one TU with
a size equal to 2N × 2N (RQT depth 0) or multiple TUs with
dimensions equal to N × N (RQT depth 1) or 0.5N × 0.5N
(RQT depth 2). When the RQT node indicates that the TU
size is larger than the allowed maximum TU size in HEVC
(i.e., 32 × 32), the TU split indication flag is not signaled
and is inferred to be 1. In general, one TU contains one
luma transform block (TB) and two chroma TBs. At each
RQT node, the TU split indication flag is shared between
luma and chroma. In HEVC, one exception appears when the
minimum TB size is set to 4 × 4 for both luma and chroma.
In this case, when one 8 × 8 RQT node is split, four 4 × 4
luma TBs are formed, while only one 4 × 4 Cb TB and one
4 × 4 Cr TB are created.

For inter prediction CUs, PUs and TUs are completely
decoupled and can be independently chosen by an encoder.
However, this is not the case for intra prediction CUs, where
no PB boundaries can appear inside any TB. Therefore, for
intra prediction CUs, the root TU split indication flag may
be skipped and inferred to be 1. For example, when the
4 × 4 luma intra prediction mode is selected for one 8 × 8 CU,
it results in four 4 × 4 luma intra PBs. In this case, the
TU split indication flag at the 8 × 8 block level is not signaled
and is inferred to be 1. Besides the normative relationship
between PUs and TUs mentioned earlier, in the case of
an intra coded CU, information is signaled on a PU basis.
At the same time, prediction is performed on a TU basis. For
example, for one 8 × 8 CU, an encoder can select 8 × 8 luma
intra prediction (resulting in one 8 × 8 luma intra PB) and
set the TU split indication flag to 1 (resulting in four 4 × 4
luma TBs). In this case, only one luma intra mode is signaled
for this 8 × 8 CU, while corresponding luma 4 × 4 TBs are
intra predicted and transformed sequentially, using the same
luma intra mode.

III. VVC BLOCK PARTITIONING STRUCTURE

In this section, the VVC block partitioning structure is
described in detail. Methods to improve the coding effi-
ciency of the block partitioning structure are introduced
in Subsections III-A, III-C, and III-D. Methods to reduce
the hardware decoder implementation cost and increase the
hardware decoder processing throughput are described in
Subsections III-B and III-E, respectively. Split signaling, con-
figurations, and default settings of the VVC Test Model (VTM)

are presented in Subsection III-F. The encoding algorithm and
speedup methods in VTM are presented in Subsection III-G.

A. Quaternary Tree Plus Multi-Type Tree

In VVC, as in HEVC, one picture is partitioned into multiple
non-overlapping CTUs. A CTU size in VVC can be set up
to 128 × 128 in units of luma samples, while in HEVC,
as mentioned previously, it can be set up to 64 × 64. Increasing
the maximum allowed CTU size can often improve coding
efficiency, and it is especially effective when encoding UHD
sequences. The result of setting a CTU size to 64 × 64 instead
of 128 × 128 will be shown in Section IV. As shown later,
more significant losses appear for higher spatial resolution
videos, which experimentally demonstrates that increasing the
maximum allowed CTU size from 64 × 64 in HEVC to
128 × 128 in VVC helps to achieve better performance for
higher spatial resolution videos. However, just enlarging a
CTU size to 128 × 128 causes a significant cost increase, and
therefore does not provide a good tradeoff between coding
gain and additional complexity. As described in the previous
section, in HEVC, a recursive QT split is applied to each
CTU, resulting in one or multiple CUs, all having square
shapes. In VVC, rectangular CUs are supported together with
square CUs, which allows a better fit to local picture content
characteristics. This better fit is achieved by adopting a binary
tree (BT) split, initially introduced in the quaternary tree plus
binary tree (QTBT) design [18]–[20] in the JEM, and a ternary
tree (TT) split, initially introduced in [21], in addition to the
QT and BT splits.

The QTBT design was initially adopted into JEM3.0 and
then used as the JEM block partitioning structure. According
to the QTBT design, a recursive QT split is applied first to
each CTU, followed by a recursive BT split applied to each
QT leaf node. A general idea of the QTBT is to use BT in
addition to QT so that more CU split options are provided,
allowing to capture the local picture content characteristics
better. The idea behind applying BT only to QT leaf nodes is
to allow a quick adaptation to small local changes while still
using less additional side information. Otherwise, if both QT
and BT are permitted for every coding tree node, the amount
of additional side information will vastly increase, leading to
a significant overhead of bits needed for signaling adaptation.
At the same time, it was experimentally shown that if QT and
BT are allowed to interleave, i.e., further allowing recursive
QT at BT leaf, the additional coding efficiency improvement
is minimal and not worth the complexity increase.

The TT was introduced later on top of the QTBT. The
general idea behind the TT is as follows: when a small object
is located in the middle region of a coding tree node, neither
QT nor BT can provide a good partitioning adaptation, while
TT can. Note that when either BT or TT is applied, both the
width and height of all resulting blocks are kept equal to the
power of 2. Therefore, no new transform size is introduced by
BT or TT.

In VVC, each CTU is either treated as one CU or split
into multiple CUs by a recursive QT, followed by a recursive
binary-ternary tree (BTT). The BTT, also called a multi-type
tree (MTT), is described below. Each CTU is first partitioned
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Fig. 1. Illustration of splitting types in QT + MTT.

Fig. 2. Example of CU partitioning in one CTU of VVC. Each CU is
partitioned recursively, left to right, top to bottom.

by a recursive QT split. Every QT node can either be non-split
(becoming a QT leaf) or be QT split into four child QT nodes.
Each child QT node has a square shape, and its size is equal to
a quarter of its parent’s node size. At every QT leaf, a recursive
MTT split is further applied. It is important to note that once
the MTT is applied to the QT leaf, only the BT and TT are
further allowed, while the QT is disallowed for all subsequent
nodes. Each MTT node can be either non-split (as MTT leaf)
or one of the following: horizontal binary tree (HBT) split into
two child MTT nodes, vertical binary tree (VBT) split
into two child MTT nodes, horizontal ternary tree (HTT)
split into three child MTT nodes, vertical ternary tree (VTT)
split into three child MTT nodes. In the BT case,
two MTT child nodes have the same size, each equal to
half of the parent MTT node. In the TT case, the splitting
ratio is 1:2:1, and three MTT child nodes are of a quarter,
half, and quarter-size of the parent MTT node, respectively.
Fig. 1 illustrates all splitting types of QT + MTT, and
Fig. 2 shows an example of the CU partitioning in one CTU,
where QT + MTT split decisions in the depth-first order are
provided with the drawing. In this example, a QT split is first
applied to the CTU, resulting in four QT nodes, where each
QT node is of the quarter CTU size. The following splits are
further used for the four QT nodes: a VTT split and subsequent
splits of the VTT split are applied to the top-left QT leaf,
a non-split is applied to the top-right QT leaf, a QT split and
subsequent splits of the QT split are applied to the bottom-left
QT node, and an HBT split and subsequent splits of the HBT
split are applied to the bottom-right QT leaf.

As mentioned earlier, in HEVC, the PU and TU are further
specified for every CU, and each CU can contain one or
more PUs and one or more TUs. In VVC, CU, PU, and TU
concepts are unified. In general, the PU and TU are of the same
size as the corresponding CU. This unification simplifies the

Fig. 3. Example of a pipelined hardware video decoder with the VPDU size
equal to 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C.

VVC block partitioning structure and significantly reduces
signaling overhead for PUs and TUs without sacrificing coding
gain. Some exceptions are yet defined in VVC. For exam-
ple, when a subblock-based temporal motion vector predic-
tion (SbTMVP) or a decoder-side motion vector refinement
(DMVR) is applied to a CU, this CU is conditionally split
into multiple subblocks. Such a split depends on the CU size
and does not require signaling any side information to define
the subblock size. When affine MC is applied to a CU, this
CU is split into multiple subblocks without signaling any
side information to determine the subblock size. In another
example, an intra subpartitions (ISP) mode is applied to an
intra prediction CU. This CU is then partitioned into either
two or four transform block subpartitions. No additional side
information for defining the subpartition size is signaled in
this case. When a subblock transform (SBT) is applied to an
inter prediction CU, this CU is split into two TUs, where one
TU has residual data, and the other TU does not. In this case,
the transform type is decided implicitly; however, signaling
additional syntax elements is still required to define the size
of obtained TUs. In yet another example, when a CB is larger
than the maximum allowed transform size signaled in the SPS,
this CB is implicitly split into multiple TBs without signaling
any side information for defining the TB size.

B. Virtual Pipeline Data Unit Constraints

In this Subsection, the concept of virtual pipeline data
units (VPDUs) [24], [25] is introduced, which is very impor-
tant for hardware video decoder architectures. VPDUs are
non-overlapping M × M-luma(L)/N × N-chroma(C) units of
a picture. In hardware video decoders, successive VPDUs
are processed by multiple pipeline stages simultaneously,
and different stages process different VPDUs simultaneously.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a 4-stage pipelined hardware video
decoder with M = 64 and N = 32, where the corresponding
four pipeline stages simultaneously process four VPDUs.
In most pipeline stages, the VPDU size is roughly proportional
to the buffer size requirement, so it is crucial to keep it small.

In most HEVC hardware decoders, the VPDU size is set
to the maximum allowed TU size. Increasing the maximum
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Fig. 4. Examples of BT or TT splits that are inefficient for 64 × 64-L/32 ×

32-C pipelining and the three VPDU constraints to disallow these examples.

allowed TU size from 32 × 32-L/16 × 16-C, as in HEVC,
to 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C in VVC, may increase coding
gains, yet it will result in four times the size of the VPDU
(i.e., 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C) when compared to HEVC.
Meanwhile, on top of the QT split, the BT and TT splits are
adopted in VVC. Applying BT or TT recursively to 128 ×

128-L/64 × 64-C CTUs will result in 16 times the size of
the VPDU (i.e., 128 × 128-L/64 × 64-C) when compared to
HEVC. Examples of the BT or TT splits that are harmful to
64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C pipelining are shown in Fig. 4.
To reduce the VPDU size back to 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C
for VVC, when processing CUs in the CTU, it is not allowed
to revisit a 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C VPDU after leaving it. Also,
the following two conditions must be satisfied for each CTU.

[Condition 1] For each 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C VPDU
containing one or multiple CUs, all CUs must be contained
entirely in a 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C VPDU.

[Condition 2] For each CU containing one or multiple
64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C VPDUs, all 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C
VPDUs must be contained entirely in the CU.

To comply with the above principles, the following three
VPDU constraints are included in the VVC specification text
as normative syntax constraints. 1) Prohibit applying TT split
to any coding tree node with a width or height greater than
64 luma samples. 2) Prohibit applying VBT split to any coding
tree node of 64 × 128 luma samples. 3) Prohibit applying
HBT split to any coding tree node of 128 × 64 luma samples.
With these VPDU constraints, significant hardware decoder
cost savings can be achieved. At the same time, it was reported
in [25] that coding efficiency loss caused by this design is only
0.00%, 0.15%, 0.06% in terms of luma Bjøntegaard Delta rate
(BD-rate) [26], [27] for the all intra (AI), random access (RA),
and low-delay B (LB) VTM CTCs, respectively.

C. CTU Dual Tree

In HEVC, the coding tree of a CTU is shared by Y, Cb,
and Cr components, so one CU consists of one luma CB and
two chroma CBs. In VVC, this single tree structure is retained
for P and B slices. However, in I slices, the luma and chroma
components’ spatial characteristics can differ. This assertion is
utilized in VVC, as described below. In Fig. 5, an exemplary

Fig. 5. Illustration of CU partitions when encoding luma and chroma
separately. QT split CUs are marked with red, MTT split CUs are marked
with green.

CU partitioning of a coded picture is shown, where luma and
chroma components are encoded separately. It can be seen that
luma mostly has a finer texture than chroma, which results
in a higher amount of smaller CUs in luma than those in
chroma. Thus, it is reasonable to use separate coding trees
for the luma and chroma components in I slices. In this case,
a luma CTU (containing only one luma CTB of the original
CTU) forms one coding tree, and a chroma CTU (containing
only two chroma CTBs of the original CTU) forms a chroma
separate tree (CST). In VVC, this CST design in I slices is
also called CTU dual tree.

Starting CST partitioning from the CTU level requires
signaling luma CTB first, followed by signaling chroma
CTBs. Therefore, a decoder must process and store a 128 ×

128-L block before processing the corresponding 64 × 64
chroma CTBs. Such processing order results in four times
the buffer size compared to that without the CTU dual tree.
To reduce the buffer requirement in VVC, as suggested
in [28], a CST starts at the maximum TU level instead of the
CTU level.

In the VTM CTCs, every CTU of 128 × 128-L/64 × 64-C
in I slices is first implicitly QT split into four
64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C coding tree nodes. Two separate
coding trees (one is the luma coding tree, and the other is
the CST) start at each of the four 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C
coding tree nodes. Fig. 6 demonstrates an example of starting
a dual tree at the 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C level. Here, a QT
split is inferred at the CTU level, which allows the successful
processing of multiple 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C VPDUs in
parallel by a pipelined VVC hardware decoder.

When the cross-component linear model (CCLM) mode
is selected as a chroma intra prediction mode for the cur-
rent chroma CBs, the following samples are involved in
the process of generating chroma prediction samples: 1) the
reconstructed samples from the chroma neighboring blocks
of the current chroma CBs; 2) the reconstructed samples
from the corresponding luma neighboring blocks and the luma
collocated block of the current chroma CBs. In a single tree
with CCLM chroma CBs, partitions of luma and chroma
components are aligned. The reconstruction of any chroma
sample in the current Cb/Cr CB can be performed right
after reconstructing the required luma samples. Thus, as it
is shown in Example 1 of Fig. 7, if the same CU partitions
are applied to the 64 × 64 luma coding tree node and the
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Fig. 6. Example of starting dual tree at 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C level
for a pipelined VVC hardware decoder with the VPDU size equal to
64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C.

Fig. 7. Examples of processing latency for hardware decoding caused by
interaction between CTU dual tree and CCLM.

corresponding 32 × 32 chroma coding tree node, there is no
need to wait for the reconstruction of an entire luma CB before
starting to reconstruct its corresponding Cb/Cr CB. However,
when a CTU dual tree is applied, the CU partitions between
the luma and chroma components might differ, resulting in
different processing orders of the luma and chroma CUs.
Once the CCLM mode is also applied, a long processing
latency issue occurs in hardware decoding. Example 2 in
Fig. 7 demonstrates the worst case when a decoder needs to
reconstruct all four 16 × 64 luma CUs for the reconstruction of

Fig. 8. Checks to reduce processing latency for hardware decoding caused
by interaction between CTU dual tree and CCLM. If Conditions 1, 2, and 3
are all false, the CCLM is not allowed.

the first 32 × 16 chroma CU. This case requires a processing
latency of 4096 (4 × 16 × 64) luma samples.

Several proposals allowing to reduce the processing latency
were submitted and studied during the VVC standardization,
e.g., [29]–[32]. The solution adopted in VVC restricts the
usage of the CCLM mode by checking the luma CU parti-
tioning and chroma CU partitioning. The high-level concept
of the solution is to allow the CCLM mode only for those
partitions, which result in a processing latency between luma
and chroma samples of no longer than 1024 luma samples
when the CCLM mode is used. As shown in Fig. 8, in the CTU
dual tree, a variable, LumaCond, is calculated first by checking
the luma CU partitioning. The computation is as follows. If a
64 × 64 luma coding tree node is either “non-split and non-
ISP” or “QT split,” then LumaCond is equal to 1; otherwise,
it is equal to 0. Then Conditions 1, 2, and 3 are checked to
determine whether the CCLM mode is allowed for particular
chroma CUs within the corresponding 32 × 32 chroma region.

[Condition 1] If LumaCond is equal to 1 and the 32 × 32
chroma coding tree node is either non-split or QT split,
the CCLM mode can be applied to 32 × 32 chroma CU,
the 16 × 16 chroma CUs, and all children of the 16 × 16
chroma coding tree nodes.

[Condition 2] If LumaCond is equal to 1, and the 32 × 32
chroma coding tree node is HBT split, and the top 32 × 16
chroma coding tree node is either non-split or VBT split,
the CCLM mode is allowed for the top 32 × 16 chroma CU,
the two top 16 × 16 chroma CUs, and all children of the two
top 16 × 16 chroma coding tree nodes.

[Condition 3] If LumaCond is equal to 1, and the 32 × 32
chroma coding tree node is HBT split, and the bottom 32 × 16
chroma coding tree node is either non-split or VBT split,
the CCLM mode is allowed for the bottom 32 × 16 chroma
CU, the two bottom 16 × 16 chroma CUs, and all children of
the two bottom 16 × 16 chroma coding tree nodes.
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The CCLM mode is not allowed for the corresponding
32 × 32 region of the 64 × 64 luma region in all other cases.

When any of Condition 1, 2, or 3 is satisfied, the additional
processing latency needed for generating the CCLM chroma
prediction samples is no longer than 32 × 32 luma samples.
For example, as shown in Example 3 of Fig. 7, the 64 ×

64 luma coding tree node is split into four 32 × 32 luma
CUs, and the corresponding 32 × 32 chroma coding tree node
is non-split. In this case, the decoder only needs to wait for
the first 32 × 32 luma CU to be reconstructed before recon-
structing the first chroma sample. In Example 4 of Fig. 7, the
64 × 64 luma coding tree node is non-split, and the cor-
responding 32 × 32 chroma coding tree node is split into
four 16 × 16 chroma CUs. For generating the prediction
samples of the first 16 × 16 chroma CU, the reconstruction
of the collocated 32 × 32 luma samples can be performed
first, and the required latency is kept as 32 × 32 luma
samples. It is reported that the coding efficiency loss caused
by the constrained CCLM is only 0.02%, 0.39%, and 0.35% in
terms of Y, Cb, and Cr BD-rates under the RA VTM CTCs,
respectively, which means that roughly 98% of the original
CCLM coding gain is preserved.

Another case of processing latency for chroma compo-
nents appears when the luma mapping with chroma scaling
(LMCS) [33], [34] and the CTU dual tree are both applied.
In this case, the decoded chroma residual is scaled by a
particular factor. During the LMCS development, the chroma
residual scaling factor was derived initially based on the aver-
age value of the corresponding luma PB (the result of motion
compensation in inter mode or the intra predictor in intra
mode). Such definition, however, resulted in a similar latency
issue as in the case of CCLM. To reduce the latency in LMCS,
one single chroma residual scaling factor is derived for the
entire VPDU instead of defining an individual scaling factor
for each PB. Also, this factor is not based on the values of the
current VPDU. Instead, it is derived based on the average value
of the neighboring luma reconstruction samples of the current
VPDU. As shown in Fig. 9, for each VPDU, the average value
of the M left neighboring luma reconstruction samples and the
M top neighboring luma reconstruction samples is calculated
and denoted as avgY, where the M = min(the luma CTB width,
64). The chroma residual scaling factor is derived using a table
lookup based on the avgY, even before the current VPDU is
decoded. This way, there is no dependency between the luma
and chroma components when CTU dual tree is applied, and
therefore the processing latency does not appear.

D. Picture Boundary Handling

In this paper, a CTU or coding tree node is called a partial
CTU or partial coding tree node when this CTU or coding
tree node is located either at the right or the bottom picture
boundary and contains samples outside of the current picture.
In HEVC, each partial coding tree node is forced to be split
using QT, and CUs located entirely outside of the current
picture are not coded. Such a scheme may result in rows and/or
columns of small square CUs along picture boundaries, leading
to poor coding efficiency for partial CTUs. An example of

Fig. 9. VPDU neighboring samples used in chroma scaling factor derivation.

Fig. 10. CTU split at picture boundaries; (a) HEVC-like forced QT split
at the bottom picture boundary; (b) forced split using QT or BT split at the
bottom picture boundary. QT split CUs are marked with red, MTT split CUs
are marked with green.

a cropped coded picture is shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b).
In the first case, a picture of 1080p resolution is partitioned
using HEVC-like forced QT split, which leads to many small
blocks in partial coding tree nodes at the bottom picture
boundary. During the VVC standardization process, several
contributions, e.g., [35]–[37], etc., advocated that a partial
coding tree node can be split into child CUs using either QT or
BT split, as shown in Fig. 10 (b). The CU partition signaling
procedure for partial CTUs in VVC is presented below.

First of all, for each partial CTU, split_cu_flag (indicating
whether this coding tree node is a coding tree leaf) is not
signaled and is inferred to be 1. Also, assuming that any
one of the following conditions is satisfied, a QT split is
enforced to the current coding tree node (i.e., split_qt_flag,
indicating whether the QT split is applied, is not signaled
and inferred to be 1): 1) the current partial coding tree node
crosses both the right and the bottom picture boundary, and
the size of the current coding tree node is greater than the
minimum allowed QT size (the minimum QT leaf CB size
for luma, MinQtSizeY, in cases of the single tree and the
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dual tree for luma, or the minimum QT leaf CB size for
chroma, MinQtSizeC, in case of the dual tree for chroma);
2) the size of the current partial coding tree node is greater
than the maximum allowed BT size (the maximum CB size
for luma to apply the BT split, MaxBtSizeY, in cases of
the single tree and the dual tree for luma, or the maximum
CB size for chroma to apply the BT split, MaxBtSizeC,
in case of the dual tree for chroma). Otherwise, if the MTT is
enabled and any one of the following conditions is true, then
a BT split is enforced to the current partial coding tree node
(i.e., split_qt_flag is not signaled and inferred to be 0, and
the flag which specifies whether a CU is split using a binary
or ternary split, mtt_split_cu_binary_flag, is not signaled and
inferred to be 1): 1) the hierarchy depth of the MTT splitting of
the current CB, i.e., the MTT depth (the maximum hierarchical
MTT depth for luma, MaxMttDepthY, in cases of the single
tree or the dual tree for luma, or the maximum hierarchical
MTT depth for chroma, MaxMttDepthC, in case of the dual
tree for chroma) of the current partial coding tree node is
greater than 0; 2) the size of the current partial coding tree
node is less than or equal to the minimum allowed QT
size (MinQtSizeY in cases of the single tree and the dual
tree for luma, or MinQtSizeC in case of the dual tree for
chroma). Otherwise, if the MTT is enabled and none of
the previous conditions apply, either a QT or BT split can
be selected by an encoder for the current coding tree node
(i.e., split_qt_flag is signaled). If the QT split is not chosen by
the encoder (split_qt_flag is 0), then mtt_split_cu_binary_flag
is not signaled and inferred as 1.

When a BT split is applied to the current partial coding
tree node, mtt_split_cu_vertical_flag (identifies whether a cod-
ing unit is split horizontally or vertically) is not signaled
and inferred, as described below. If the BT split is applied
to the current coding tree node, which crosses the bottom
picture boundary, an HBT split is enforced to this coding
tree node (i.e., mtt_split_cu_vertical_flag is inferred to be 0).
Otherwise, a VBT split is enforced to this coding tree node
(i.e., mtt_split_cu_vertical_flag is inferred to be 1). The above
processes are recursively applied until the coding tree node
represents a CU located entirely within a picture. During the
splitting process of a partial CTU, the maximum allowed
MTT depth for the current coding tree node is increased by
an accumulated number of BT splits of the corresponding
ancestor partial coding tree nodes.

To prevent the picture boundary handling process from
violating the 64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C VPDU principles, an addi-
tional VPDU constraint is required at the picture bound-
ary [38]. This constraint and the motivation behind it are
described below. The left side of Fig. 11 shows one example
of a violation caused by the picture boundary handling scheme
described in the previous paragraphs. The dotted lines are
64 × 64-L/32 × 32-C VPDU boundaries. The left 48 × 128-
L/24 × 64-C region of the 128 × 128-L/64 × 64-C partial
CTU is located within a picture and marked in white. The right
80 × 128-L/40 × 64-C region of the 128 × 128-L/64 × 64-C
partial CTU is located outside of the picture and marked
in grey. Three VBT splits are applied recursively at three
MTT depths, resulting in one 32 × 128-L/16 × 64-C CU

Fig. 11. Illustration of additional VPDU constraint at a picture boundary.

and one 16 × 128-L/8 × 64-C CU, which are both located
entirely within the picture. Since the CU height is larger than
64-L/32-C, TU splits are inferred for the two CUs. The
processing order of the four TUs is as follows (marked
with numbers 0-3 on the left side of Fig. 11): the top-left
32 × 64-L/16 × 32-C TU, the bottom-left 32 × 64-L/16 ×

32-C TU, the top-right 16 × 64-L/8 × 32-C TU, and the
bottom-right 16 × 64-L/8 × 32-C TU. This order violates the
VPDU principles defined in Subsection III-B. To solve this
issue, an additional VPDU constraint needs to be enforced at
picture boundaries. Specifically, if the CTU size is set to 128 ×

128-L/64 × 64-C, then the QT split is always applied to the
root coding tree node of any partial CTU. This additional
VPDU constraint is demonstrated on the right side of Fig. 11.
The QT split is first applied to the partial CTU, and then
two VBT splits are applied recursively at two MTT depths to
each of the two QT child nodes that are not totally outside the
picture. As a result, four CUs are generated, and the processing
order becomes as follows (marked with numbers 0-3 on the
right side of Fig. 11): the top left 32 × 64-L/16 × 32-C
CU, the top right 16 × 64-L/8 × 32-C CU, the bottom left
32 × 64-L/16 × 32-C CU, and the bottom right 16 ×

64-L/8 × 32-C CU. This order satisfies all VPDU principles.
An example of the bottom picture boundary is omitted in this
paper since it can be easily derived from an analogy.

The following corner case of a coding tree split [39] is also
considered in VVC: when a coding tree node crosses a picture
boundary, and no splitting mode is allowed, the QT split is
inferred to be applied to this coding tree node. For example,
let us consider a case when the maximum allowed hierarchical
MTT depth (MaxMttDepthY in cases of the single tree and
the dual tree for luma, or MaxMttDepthC in case of the dual
tree for chroma) is set to 0, and the size of a current partial
coding tree node is equal to the minimum allowed QT size
(MinQtSizeY in cases of the single tree and the dual tree for
luma, or MinQtSizeC in case of the dual tree for chroma).
In this case, any QT split is not permitted because the size of
a current coding tree node reaches the minimum allowed QT
size; BT and TT splits are not allowed because the maximum
hierarchical MTT depth is equal to 0. Yet, in VVC, the current
coding tree node is inferred to be further split by a QT split,
even though no splitting mode is allowed.
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E. Local Dual Tree

When too many small blocks are present in the coded
picture, the average processing throughput drops in most hard-
ware video decoders. Intra blocks cannot be processed in par-
allel and must be decoded sequentially. Thus, the worst-case
processing throughput is dominated by the smallest intra block
size. Besides that, intra prediction processes in VVC become
much more complex than those in HEVC after adopting the
CCLM mode, the 4-tap interpolation filters, and the posi-
tion dependent prediction combination (PDPC) mode. It was
identified that the worst-case hardware decoder processing
throughput occurs when the CTU dual tree is switched off,
and the coded CTU is full of the smallest intra CUs, where the
smallest luma CB size is 4 × 4, and the smallest chroma CB
size is 2 × 2 [40]–[42]. It was also noted that when the CTU
dual tree is on, the smallest luma CB size is 4 × 4, and the
smallest chroma CB size is either 4 × 4 or 8 × 2. Therefore,
the worst-case scenario cannot occur when using the CTU dual
tree. To improve the worst-case hardware decoder processing
throughput, a local dual tree for the single tree structure is
adopted into VVC. As a general rule, a chroma CB with an
area less than 16 samples or/and a width less than 4 samples
are disallowed in VVC.

Details of the local dual tree are elaborated in this para-
graph. In the single tree, scanned from the root toward leaves,
if any further split of this coding tree node will result in a
chroma CB with an area less than 16 samples or width less
than 4 samples, then the current coding tree node is called
the smallest chroma intra prediction unit (SCIPU). All CUs
within one SCIPU have to be either non-inter (intra, intra
block copy (IBC), or palette) coded or inter coded. There
cannot be any mixture of inter and non-inter CUs within one
SCIPU. Three examples of the SCIPU are shown in Fig. 12,
where the three SCIPU sizes are 8 × 8-L/4 × 4-C, 16 × 8-
L/8 × 4-C, and 8 × 16-L/4 × 8-C, respectively. When one
SCIPU is non-inter coded, its chroma CBs are not further
split together with luma, and as a result, a local dual tree
is formed. This way, the smallest luma CB size is 4 × 4,
and the smallest chroma CB size is either 4 × 4 or 8 × 2,
which alleviates the bottleneck issue of the processing through-
put. For each SCIPU, a syntax element, non_inter_flag, is con-
ditionally signaled by an encoder, indicating whether this
SCIPU is all non-inter coded or all inter coded. If the current
slice is I slice (always non-inter coded) or if the current SCIPU
has any 4 × 4 luma CB (there is no inter 4 × 4 in VVC, so the
4 × 4 luma CB must be intra or IBC coded), non_inter_flag
is not signaled and inferred to be 1. Otherwise, non_inter_flag
is signaled before sending CUs in the SCIPU.

F. Split Signaling, Configurations, and Default Settings in

the VTM

In the following subsection, syntax elements used for the
split signaling of a coding tree are described, together with
configurations and default values in the VTM.

In VVC, a syntax element, split_cu_flag, is signaled or
inferred at each coding tree node. If split_cu_flag is 0, a coding
tree leaf is reached, and this coding tree node is treated

Fig. 12. Examples of local dual tree.

Fig. 13. Removal of redundant partitions between BT and TT.

as a CU; otherwise, a syntax element, split_qt_flag, is signaled
or inferred to select between the QT split and the MTT split.
If split_qt_flag is equal to 1, then the QT split is applied;
otherwise, a syntax element, mtt_split_cu_vertical_flag, is sig-
naled or inferred to select between the horizontal split direc-
tion and the vertical split direction; and a syntax element,
mtt_split_cu_binary_flag, is signaled or inferred to choose
between the BT split and the TT split. When signaling
syntax elements related to the coding tree, some additional
conditions allow to reduce signaling redundancy. For example,
if split_qt_flag is 0 for a CU of size not larger than the maxi-
mum CU size for the BT split but larger than the maximum CU
size for the TT split, mtt_split_cu_binary_flag is not signaled
and inferred to be 1. Another case is related to inferring these
four coding tree split information flags depending on syntax
elements in either SPS or picture header (PH). For example,
the maximum allowed CU size for BT split and the maximum
allowed CU size for the TT split can be derived from the
related parameters in either SPS or PH. Besides decreasing
syntax redundancy using SPS and PH syntax elements, syntax
redundancy between BT and TT is also reduced in VVC.
As shown in Fig. 13, two redundant partitioning patterns are
removed by syntax constraints. If a parent node is split by
TT and the to-be-split node is the second child TT node, then
prohibit the BT partitioning along the same direction as that of
the parent node. In this case, mtt_split_cu_binary_flag is not
signaled and is inferred to be 0. Nevertheless, certain syntax
redundancy between QT and BT is retained in VVC. This
syntax redundancy is preserved on purpose to reduce coding
tree parsing complexity without sacrificing significant coding
efficiency.

The abovementioned four syntax elements are all con-
text coded by the context-based adaptive binary arithmetic
coding (CABAC). It is expected that the partitioning deci-
sions for a coding tree node may be closely related to
the partitioning structures of the current and neighboring
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coding tree nodes. Therefore, in VVC, 9, 6, 5, and 4 con-
text variables are assigned respectively for entropy cod-
ing split_cu_flag, split_qt_flag, mtt_split_cu_vertical_flag, and
mtt_split_cu_binary_flag. To specify how to derive the context
index increment, ctxInc, the following variables are defined.

◦ Asum = 2AQT + AB H + ABV + AT H + AT V − 1, where
AQT , AB H , ABV , AT H , and AT V denote the availability
information for QT, HBT, VBT, HTT, VTT, respectively.
For example, if a QT split is allowed for a coding tree
node, AQT = 1; otherwise, AQT = 0.

◦ widthC, widthA, heightC, and heightL denote the width of
the current CB, the width of the above CB, the height of
the current CB, and the height of the left CB, respectively.

◦ qtDepthC, qtDepthA, and qtDepthL denote the QT depth
of the current CB, the QT depth of the above CB, and
the QT depth of the left CB, respectively.

◦ dw = widthC / widthA

◦ dh = heightC / heightL

◦ d = (dw == dh) ? 0: (dw < dh ? 1: 2)
◦ mttDepthC denotes the MTT depth of the current CB

The variable ctxInc for each of the four syntax elements is
derived as follows:

◦ For split_cu_flag, ctxInc in the range of 0 to 8, inclusive,
is derived as follows:
ctxInc = ((widthC > widthA) ? 1: 0) + ((heightC >

heightL) ? 1: 0) + 3 ∗ ((Asum == 0) ? 0: (Asum−1) � 1).
◦ For split_qt_flag, ctxInc in the range of 0 to 5, inclusive,

is derived as follows:
ctxInc = ((qtDepthA > qtDepthC) ? 1: 0) + ((qtDepthL

> qtDepthC) ? 1: 0) + 3 ∗ ((qtDepthC < 2) ? 0: 1).
◦ For mtt_split_cu_vertical_flag, ctxInc in the range of 0

to 4, inclusive, is derived as follows:
ctxInc = ((AB H + AT H ) == (ABV + AT V )) ? d:
(((AB H + AT H ) < (ABV + AT V )) ? 3: 4).

◦ For mtt_split_cu_binary_flag, ctxInc in the range of 0
to 3, inclusive, is derived as follows: ctxInc = 2 ∗

mtt_split_cu_vertical_flag + (mttDepthC <= 1 ? 1: 0).

Table I shows the related syntax elements to the coding tree
in the SPS and their corresponding values used in the VTM
CTCs [43], [44]. In VVC, the following settings are allowed:

◦ The CTB size for luma (CtbSizeY) can be 32, 64, or 128.
◦ The minimum CB size for luma (MinCbSizeY) must be

less than or equal to min(64, CtbSizeY).
◦ The maximum luma transform size (MaxTransformSize)

can be 32 or 64.
◦ MinQtSizeY must be in the range between MinCbSizeY

and min(64, CtbSizeY).
◦ MaxMttDepthY must be in the range between 0 and 2

∗(CtbLog2SizeY − MinCbLog2SizeY), inclusive, where
CtbLog2SizeY is the base 2 logarithm of the CtbSizeY
and MinCbLog2SizeY is equal to the base 2 logarithm
of MinCbSizeY.

◦ MaxBtSizeY must be in the range between MinQtSizeY
and min(64, CtbSizeY) inclusive if intra slice with CST
is enabled; in the range of MinQtSizeY to CtbSizeY,
inclusive, otherwise.

TABLE I

CODING TREE RELATED SYNTAX IN SPS

◦ The maximum CB size for luma to apply the TT
split (MaxTtSizeY) must be in the range between Min-
QtSize and min(64, CtbSizeY), inclusive.

For CST, the following settings are allowed in VVC:

◦ MinQtSizeC must be in the range between MinCbSizeY
and min(64, CtbSizeY).

◦ MaxMttDepthC must be in the range between 0 and 2
∗(CtbLog2SizeY − MinCbLog2SizeY), inclusive, where
CtbLog2SizeY is the base 2 logarithm of the Ctb-
SizeY and MinCbLog2SizeY is the base 2 logarithm
of MinCbSizeY;

◦ MaxBtSizeC must be in the range between 0 and min
(64, CtbSizeY) − MinQtSizeC, inclusive.

◦ The maximum CB size for chroma to apply TT
split (MaxTtSizeC) must be in the range between 0 and
min(64, CtbSizeY) − MinQtSizeC, inclusive.

Table II shows the corresponding coding tree-related syn-
tax elements in the PH. {MinQtSizeY, MaxMttDepth,
MaxBtSizeY, MaxTtSizeY} for intra slices, {MinQtSizeC,
MaxMttDepthC, MaxBtSizeC, MaxTtSizeC} for CST, and
{MinQtSizeY, MaxMttDepth, MaxBtSizeY, MaxTtSizeY} for
inter slices. Initially, they are set in the SPS but can be
overridden by the corresponding 12 syntax elements in the PH.
These 12 parameters are critical for the rate-distortion (RD)
performance and encoding time. In the VTM CTCs, the corre-
sponding four parameters for intra slices, four parameters for
CST, and MaxMttDepthY for inter slices are fixed as signaled
in SPS and are not overridden in the PH. At the same time,
to achieve a good tradeoff between the RD performance and
the encoding time, MaxBtSizeY for inter slices can be adjusted
in the PH. When an average CU size of the previous picture,
which has the same quantization parameter (QP) layer index
of the group of pictures (GOP) structure, is larger than a
predefined threshold, then MaxBtSizeY for the current inter
slice is set to a larger value and vice versa. Here, the QP layer
index of the i -th picture is defined as the smallest non-negative
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TABLE II

CODING TREE RELATED SYNTAX IN PH

integer value k for which there is an integer y such that
i = y∗2(m−k), where m is base two logarithm of half of the
GOP size.

G. Encoding Algorithm and Speedup Methods in the VTM

This subsection describes the related VTM encoding algo-
rithm. A recursive function xCompressCU() starts from the
root of the coding tree, i.e., CTU, and visits other coding
tree nodes for all nonzero coding tree depths. The following
options are tested inside the xCompressCU(): 1) one coding
tree node of non-split, and 2) child coding tree nodes from
the HBT split, VBT split, HTT split, VTT split, and QT
split, with 2, 2, 3, 3, and 4 times of recursive calls of the
xCompressCU() function, respectively. The best split decision
for a coding tree node is updated by finding the minimum
RD cost among the abovementioned variants. Depending on
the parameters defined in the previous subsection, some of
the split options may become invalid and be skipped. On top
of the described encoding flow, to reduce the encoding time,
six encoder speedup methods are adopted in the VTM. These
speedup methods are summarized below.

[Method 1] The minimum and maximum QT depths are
derived from the QT depths of the neighboring CUs at left,
bottom-left, above, above-right positions relative to the current
coding tree node. If the derived minimum QT depth minus m is
greater than the QT depth of the current coding tree node, then
the QT split is enforced (i.e., HBT, VBT, HTT, and VTT splits
of the current coding tree node are skipped). Here, m = 1,
if the derived minimum QT depth is greater than 0,

and m = 0, otherwise. If the derived maximum QT depth
plus n is less than or equal to the QT depth of the current
coding tree node, then the QT split is prohibited. Here, n = 1,
if the derived maximum QT depth is less than the maximum
allowed QT depth, and n = 0, otherwise.

[Method 2] Skip testing the HTT split of the current coding
tree node if the HBT split has been already tested for this
coding tree node, and the best split decision of this coding tree
node is non-split with zero residual. Similarly, skip checking
the VTT split of the current coding tree node if the VBT split
has already been tested for this coding tree node, and the best
split decision of this coding tree node is non-split with zero
residual.

[Method 3] Skip testing the HBT, VBT, and QT splits of the
current coding tree node if the current slice is either non-intra
or allows IBC, and the skip mode is the best mode of non-split
for the current coding tree node, the parent coding tree node,
and the grandparent coding tree node.

[Method 4] Skip testing the QT split of the current coding
tree node if: a) the HBT and VBT splits of this coding tree
node have been tested, and the best split decision of this coding
tree node does not result in a large BT depth; b) the CU size
represented by the current coding tree node does not exceed
64 × 64 in units of luma samples.

[Method 5] Test the QT split of the current coding tree
node right after testing non-split for this coding tree node if
the following conditions apply:

◦ at least one of the two conditions below is true:

– at least one CU on the left or above the current
coding tree node has a QT depth larger than the QT
depth of the current coding tree node;

– the CU width represented by the current coding
tree node is greater than or equal to S in units of
luma samples, where S = 32/64/128 for QP layer
index 0/1/2;

◦ the QT split of the current coding tree node is allowed.

The HBT, VBT, HTT, and VTT splits are skipped if the
following conditions apply:

◦ the QT split is tested right after testing non-split of the
current coding tree node;

◦ the best split decision for a current coding tree node is
QT split.

[Method 6] As shown in Fig. 14, the same CU may be tested
multiple times when testing different partitionings. Therefore,
to reduce computational overhead, some of the previously
obtained encoding results can be reused as follows. If a current
coding tree node was previously tested, the following two rules
could be conditionally applied. 1) Always test the same split
option, equal to the best split option of the current coding tree
node. 2) If the best split option of the current coding tree node
tested earlier is non-split, skip testing the HBT, VBT, HTT,
VTT, and QT splits; otherwise, skip testing non-split.

A more detailed analysis of these encoder speedup methods
can be found in [45]. The presented above algorithms are
included in the paper for reference, as those were already
considered by the JVET experts and included in the VTM
software. These six methods should not be regarded as an
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Fig. 14. Illustration of testing the same CU multiple times.

TABLE III

RESULTS OF SETTING CTU SIZE TO 64 × 64 COMPARED TO 128 × 128

extensive list of all possible encoder speedups. Any encoder
complexity depends on the implementation and the speedup
methods used.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the VTM CTCs [44], there are 3, 3, 5, 4, 4, 3, and
4 test sequences in Classes A1, A2, B, C, D, E, and F,
respectively. Corresponding spatial resolutions of Classes A1,
A2, B, C, D, and E in units of luma samples are 3840 × 2160,
3840 × 2160, 1920 × 1080, 832 × 480, 416 × 240, and
1280 × 720, respectively. The spatial resolution of Class F
ranges from 832 × 480 to 1920 × 1080. Class F contains
test sequences with screen content and mixed content, while
the other classes of test sequences include camera-captured
content only. Class E is skipped in the RA condition.
Classes A1 and A2 are omitted in the LB condition. The
overall average does not include Classes D and F. In this paper,
only the class averages and the overall average are shown to
avoid too much data. Y BD-rates, Cb BD-rates, Cr BD-rates,
encoding time ratios, and decoding time ratios over the anchor
for all conducted experiments are provided in the following
paragraphs.

Table III shows the VTM9.0 results of setting a CTU size
to 64 × 64 against 128 × 128. More significant losses are
observed for sequences in Classes A1 and A2. These results
experimentally demonstrate that increasing the maximum CTU
size from 64 × 64 to 128 × 128 allows for achieving
better performance for larger sequences. However, this level

TABLE IV

DIFFERENT SETTINGS OF CU SPLITTING METHODS AND CTU DUAL TREE

TABLE V

RESULTS OF SETTING 2 (QT SPLIT ON, BT SPLIT ON, TT SPLIT OFF,
CTU DUAL TREE OFF) COMPARED AGAINST SETTING 1 (QT SPLIT

ON, BT SPLIT OFF, TT SPLIT OFF, CTU DUAL TREE OFF)

of coding gain improvement is much lower than that of the
VVC block partitioning, as shown in the next paragraph.

To demonstrate the benefits of the BT split, the TT split,
and the CTU dual tree in the VTM, five settings are shown
in Table IV. They were simulated using VTM9.0, where Set-
ting 1 is treated as the anchor, and Setting 5 is the same as the
VTM default setting. Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII summarize
the results of comparing Settings 2, 3, 4, and 5 against
Setting 1, respectively. It is worth noting that if comparing
Tables V, VI, and VII, gains from BT and TT do not
entirely add up. One of the reasons for that may be fast
algorithms applied during encoding, which affect decisions
made by an already very complex encoding algorithm. Since
different partitioning options are checked recursively, even
if one additional option is added, the complexity increases
exponentially, not linearly. Thus, the increase will be even
more without any speedups than those shown in Tables V, VI,
and VII. According to Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII, evidence
is reported that the BT split, the TT split, and the CTU dual
tree provide significant coding gains in all tested cases. For
example, in Table VIII, Setting 5 (the VTM default setting) is
compared against Setting 1 (QT split only, no BT split, no TT
split, no CTU dual tree). And Setting 1 is similar to (but not
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TABLE VI

RESULTS OF SETTING 3 (QT SPLIT ON, BT SPLIT OFF, TT SPLIT ON,
CTU DUAL TREE OFF) COMPARED AGAINST SETTING 1 (QT SPLIT

ON, BT SPLIT OFF, TT SPLIT OFF, CTU DUAL TREE OFF)

TABLE VII

RESULTS OF SETTING 4 (QT SPLIT ON, BT SPLIT ON, TT SPLIT ON,
CTU DUAL TREE OFF) COMPARED AGAINST SETTING 1 (QT SPLIT

ON, BT SPLIT OFF, TT SPLIT OFF, CTU DUAL TREE OFF)

the same as) HEVC block partitioning structure under RA
condition. Results are as follows: 10.33% Y, 17.49% Cb, and
18.27% Cr BD-rate savings, with 617% encoding and 94%
decoding runtimes. In [18], it is reported that compared to the
HEVC reference software HM13.0 default setting, the prelim-
inary development of the new block partitioning structure built
on top of HM13.0 with QT split on, BT split on, TT split off
(TT was not proposed at that time), and CTU dual tree on,

TABLE VIII

RESULTS OF SETTING 5 (QT SPLIT ON, BT SPLIT ON, TT SPLIT ON,
CTU DUAL TREE ON) COMPARED AGAINST SETTING 1 (QT SPLIT ON,

BT SPLIT OFF, TT SPLIT OFF, CTU DUAL TREE OFF)

results in BD-rate reductions of 5.97% (Y), 13.89% (Cb), and
15.29% (Cr), with 158% encoding and 106% decoding run-
times under the RA condition. Y PSNR values of Setting 5 and
Setting 1 for Tango2 sequence encoded with RA condition at
various bitrates are shown in Fig. 15. Setting 5 and Setting 1
are plotted with squares and diamonds, respectively. As it can
be seen, a more flexible partitioning (Setting 5) provides higher
PSNR values at all tested bitrates. It is reported that Y, Cb,
Cr BD-rate savings of Setting 5 compared against Setting 1 are
9.57%, 16.35%, and 15.06%, respectively, which is consistent
with the curves in Fig. 15. Cb/Cr PSNR-bitrate curves of
Tango2 and Y/Cb/Cr PSNR-bitrate curves of other sequences
show the same trend, that Setting 5 is better than Setting 1
at all tested bitrates, so, for the sake of brevity, they are
omitted in this paper. When comparing Tables VII and VIII,
one can notice a substantial reduction in encoder runtime,
particularly for the AI condition. It is caused by the CTU
dual tree being switched off in Setting 4. Chroma CUs in the
CTU dual tree tend to be larger than those in the CTU single
tree, and testing small chroma CUs is often skipped by fast
encoding algorithms. Also, it should be noted that the Class C
sequences, in many cases, have the highest encoder complexity
increase. This increase may be because the algorithms of the
VTM were developed targeting more on encoding videos of
UHD and higher resolutions. Thus, the encoding time for the
smaller Class C sequences was less optimized since it is not a
bottleneck of the computing resources, unlike sequences from
Classes A and B.

Table IX summarizes the VVC picture boundary han-
dling results against the HEVC picture boundary handling.
VTM9.0 uses the VTM CTC default settings, and it is
compared to the modified VTM9.0, where the QT splits are
always applied to all partial CTUs. As expected, BD-rates are
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Fig. 15. Performance of Setting 5 (red squares) and Setting 1 (black
diamonds) at various bitrates (RA CTC QPs 22, 27, 32 and 37) of
Tango2 sequence.

TABLE IX

RESULTS OF VVC PICTURE BOUNDARY HANDLING USING VTM9.0
DEFAULT SETTING COMPARED AGAINST HEVC

PICTURE BOUNDARY HANDLING

affected by spatial resolutions. The Class B (1920 × 1080)
test sequences and the Class E (1280 × 720) test sequences
have larger coding gains, and luma BD-rates decrease roughly
by 0.9% and 1.1%, respectively, under non-AI conditions.

Performance results (the RA condition and the test
sequences from Classes A and B) of the QT + MTT structure
over HEVC are reported in [46]. The coding gains and the
encoder complexity depend on the allowed maximum depths
for QT, BT, and TT partitions. On average, for the Class A test
sequences, the reported luma BD-rate saving of QT + MTT
varies between 17.2% and 21.4%, with encoder runtime up
to 314%.

Table X summarizes the results of enabling the local dual
tree compared to disabling the local dual tree. The VTM CTC
default settings are compared to the modified VTM9.0 without

TABLE X

RESULTS OF ENABLING LOCAL DUAL TREE COMPARED AGAINST

DISABLING LOCAL DUAL TREE ON VTM9.0

using the local dual tree. Since the CTU dual tree is always
used in the AI condition and the local dual tree affects
only the single tree structure, all BD-rates are zero for AI.
In the RA and LB conditions, luma BD-rates increase only
by roughly 0.1% and 0.2%, respectively. It is claimed that
a significant improvement in hardware decoder processing
throughput completely justifies such minor coding efficiency
loss caused by the local dual tree.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the block partitioning structure in VVC is
introduced. The block partitioning in VVC is more flexible
than in HEVC and contributes significantly to coding effi-
ciency and encoder run time. Several design concepts for
improving coding efficiency and reducing hardware com-
plexity are illustrated. Related experiments demonstrate the
benefits of various aspects of the VVC block partitioning
structure. It is reported that on average 10.33% Y BD-rate
saving, 17.49% Cb BD-rate saving, and 18.27% Cr BD-rate
savings are achieved for the RA condition with 6 times of
encoding runtime in the VTM.
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